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ABSTRACT 
Flexibility at the Operating System level is one of the most important factors for highly optimized applications. For example, 
a database server may perform better with a file-system optimized for its data. xkvisor [2] is a kernel that provides flexibility 
at Operating System level in an approach different from microkernel [4] and virtual machine monitor [5]. 
 
xkvisor allows the application to run on some guest OS, implemented on top of the interface provided by xkvisor, with 
specialized file-system. This paper presents the integration of virtual memory and file-system in xkvisor. This paper focuses on 
two parts. The first is a set of modifications to the original VM interface in xk [1]. The second is user level file-system. 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Modern operating systems provide a fixed set of abstractions that hide details about the hardware. On one hand, these 
abstractions make software development easier by excluding the software developer from worrying about hardware 
management. On the other hand, these abstractions prevent the software developer from optimizing the software for specific 
hardware. xkvisor exposes hardware to user level guest OS and allows software developer to deploy customized guest OS. 
Unlike microkernels, xkvisor allows multiple user level guest OSes to run at the same time. Each different guest OS will have 
its own VM and file-system implemented on top of the interface provided by xkvisor. In this paper, hereafter, guest OS refers 
to some user level operating system implemented on top of the interface provided by xkvisor and guest Application refers to 
some user level application that runs on some guest OS. 

 

Section 2 provides background for this paper. Section 3 talks about VM design and implementation. Section 4 talks about FS 
design and implementation. Section 5 talks about testing. Section 6 talks about future work. Section 7 concludes. 

 

2. BACKGROUND 
We use as a starting point xk [1]—a monolithic, teaching operating system to build xkvisor. xk supports single core processor 
with single threaded, multi process execution. Furthermore, xk provides LRU page management, copy-on-write fork, exec, and 
a POSIX-like file-system. Moreover, the entire operating system is implemented inside the kernel. For example, open() system 
call causes user level application to trap into kernel, then kernel will execute in the same address space as user level application 
but in kernel mode, and finally kernel executes open() on user level application’s behalf. The rest of this section describes how 
xkvisor is different from microkernel and virtual machine monitor (i.e. VMM). 
 

2.1 Microkernel 
A microkernel [4] removes the limitation imposed by fixed OS abstractions by allowing user to implement these abstractions 
in user level. For example, some user process can represent the user level file-system. However, microkernels do not allow 
multiple user level OSes to run at the same time. This means, there can only be a single operating system running for any 
microkernel at runtime. Hence, user level applications must run on that single operating system running on the microkernel. 
xkvisor, however, allows multiple guest OSes to run on the same kernel at the same time. Thus, xkvisor allows user level 
applications to run on different guest OSes at the same time. 

 

2.2 Virtual Machine Monitor 
A VMM [5] removes the limitation imposed by fixed OS abstractions by allowing user to boost an instance of operating system 
to run the user level application. For example, user can ask the VMM to boost an instance of some OS that optimizes for 
database servers and then runs a database server on that instance. Xen [5] provides a kernel that can run one hundred instances 
of commodity OSes with little performance cost. Xen needs very little modification on the commodity OSes. In xkvisor, 
hypervisor (i.e. the kernel) and the guest OS are codesigned for efficiency and simplicity. Hence, xkvisor only supports guest 
OSes that are implemented on top of the interface provided by the kernel. 



 
 
3. VM DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION 

In xk, resource management is handled by kernel; thus, there is no defined interface for a user-level process to manage another 
user-level process’ resource (e.g. pages). Furthermore, in xkvisor, a guest OS is a user-level process. Thus, to support page 
management within guest OS, we have introduced privileged system calls  [2], that allow guest OS to manage hardware resource 
through kernel. For security purposes, only guest OS can make privileged system calls and any guest OS is restricted to use 
privileged system calls to manage its own resource. To distinguish between guest OS and guest Application, which both are 
user-level processes, xkvisor keeps track of a flag denoting whether a process is guest OS. This flag is set on creation of a user-
level process and stays unchanged throughout the life time of the user-level process. In order to provide guest Application the 
flexibility to use any guest OS for system calls, xkvisor keeps track of the process id (i.e. PID) of guest OS for guest App and 
system calls from the guest App will be redirected to the guest OS associated with the PID. This PID is set on creation of a 
user-level process and stays unchanged throughout the life time of the user-level process. Notice that, the PID for guest OS is 
unset and is not used. 

 

grequest_proc Allocates a user level process 

gload_program Loads the executable ELF into specified user level process’ code region 

gdeploy_program Sets up arguments for specified user level process 

gquery_user_pages Returns a copy of physical page mapping (i.e. if the guest OS owns some physical page) 

gaddmap Map a physical page at specified virtual address in specified user level process’ address space 

gremovemap Removes the mapping of specified virtual address in specified user level process’ address space 

gbread Reads in specified virtual disk block 

gbwrite Writes to specified virtual disk block 

guest_syscall Fetches next system call to handle 

gresume Resumes specified guest Application 

get_ppn() Returns physical page number of the physical page mapped at specified virtual address 

Figure 1 Privileged System Calls Table 

 

3.1 Kernel Level Page Management 
To implement virtual memory management at user level, xkvisor need to provide an interface for guest OS to share pages with 
guest Application. The memory sharing model in xk has many limitations. Firstly, page sharing in xk must be done through 
copy-on-write fork. Secondly, copy-on-write fork in xk requires kernel to manage page sharing for user level processes. Lastly, 
copy-on-write fork in xk requires shared pages mapped at the same virtual address in all involved user level processes. However, 
guest OS in xkvisor need a much more flexible interface to share pages with guest Application. 

 

To provide desired page sharing flexibility, xkvisor provides a set of privileged system calls (Figure 1) to guest OS and keeps 
track of a page map for guest OS. The page map is an integer array with size equals to the number of physical pages. For 
instance, page map[n] of a guest OS denotes the guest OS’ ownership of physical page with physical page number (i.e. PPN) 
=  n. 0 means not owned, 1 means owned, and 2 means shared with some guest Application. 

 



 
Figure 2 guest OS and guest Application’s address space 

 

By convention, each guest OS is a user level process, guest OS is not trusted to manipulate all its virtual memory. For example, 
a guest OS should not be able to change its code region at runtime. Hence, the page map of a guest OS will map all virtual 
memory that is managed by the kernel (e.g. stack, heap, code region of the guest OS) to 0 (e.g. not owned by the guest OS). In 
fact, only physical pages mapped in Guest OS Free Pages region (Figure 2) will be mapped to 1 or 2 in the guest OS’ page 
map. 

 

3.2 Guest OS Creation 
When xkvisor prepares a user level process to run some guest OS, xkvisor allocates a fixed number of aligned physical pages 
for the user level process. Those pages are shown as owned in the guest OS’ page map but have not yet been mapped at any 
virtual address in guest OS’ address space. Then, xkvisor loads in code for the guest OS, yields CPU, and eventually kernel 
level scheduler schedules the guest OS to run. 

 



When the guest OS starts running, guest OS uses gquery_user_pages() to obtain a copy of its page map. Guest OS expects a 
fixed number of aligned physical pages shown as owned. Then, guest OS uses map_physical_pages() to map those aligned 
physical pages at virtual address SZ_5G in its address space. For example, if guest OS owns 10 physical pages starting at PPN 
= 0, then the guest OS owns physical pages with PPN = {0, 1, …, 9}, physical page 0 is mapped at virtual address SZ_5G, and 
physical page 9 is mapped at virtual address SZ_5G + PGSZ*9. Finally, guest OS can share those aligned physical pages with 
some guest Application through gaddmap and guest OS can directly access those aligned physical pages by accessing virtual 
address starting at SZ_5G. 

 

Guest OS’ execution flow is as follow. 

  for(;;) { 

    gnext_syscall(&syscall); // will put guest OS to sleep if no syscalls ready 

    guest_syscall(syscall);    // handles system call 

    gresume(app_pid);          // resumes the guest Application that has made the system call 

  } 

Guest OS keeps fetching next system call to handle. If there is a system call for guest OS to handle, gnext_syscall will return 
immediately with next system call. If not, gnext_syscall causes kernel to put the guest OS to sleep and wakes it when next 
system call arrives. More details on system redirection and handling in section 3.4. 

 

3.3 Guest Application Creation 
Guest Application is a user level process allocated by guest OS through many privileged system calls. When an end user signals 
a guest OS to run some application as guest Application (see TESTING section for more details), the guest OS uses 
grequest_proc() to ask xkvisor to allocate a user level process as guest Application with PID equals the guest OS’ PID. The 
difference between a kernel allocated process (e.g. guest OS) and grequest_proc() allocated process (e.g. guest Application) is 
that xkvisor sets up virtual memory including stack, heap, and code region for the former, but xkvisor does not set up any virtual 
memory for the latter. In other worlds, grequest_proc() gives guest OS a generic user level process that can be used to run any 
user level application with configurable virtual memory layout (but still only contains three virtual memory regions—stack, 
heap, and code). 

 

For simplicity, guest OS in xkvisor chooses to only manage guest Application’s stack (leaving kernel to manage guest 
Application’s code region and disabling guest Application’s heap region). After a user level process P is set up by 
grequest_proc(), guest OS uses gload_program() to ask xkvisor to set up P’s code region. Moreover, in gload_program(), 
kernel allocates kernel pages for P’s code region and loads in code for P. Thus, kernel is responsible for P’s code region 
deallocation. This design decision prevents guest OS from changing guest Application’s code at runtime. Next, guest OS 
searches for ten free pages in its page map and uses gaddmap() to map those ten pages into P’s stack region giving P both read 
and write permissions on those ten pages. Finally, guest OS uses gdeploy_program() to ask xkvisor to set up arguments for P 
and marks P as runnable. Eventually, kernel level scheduler schedules P and P will start running. 

 

3.4 System Call Redirection 
One of the challenges for supporting file-system related system calls is argument fetching. For instance, file name can be 
arbitrarily long, and it lives within guest Application’s address space. xkvisor supports argument fetching by mapping guest 
Application’s stack into guest OS’ address space in the way described in section 3.1~2. 

 

3.4.1 Guest Application Address Translation 
In xk, there is no notion of guest Application address translation. This is because when two user level processes share pages 
through copy-on-write fork, shared pages are guaranteed to be mapped at the same virtual address. Since in xkvisor only guest 
Application’s stack is mapped into guest OS’ virtual address space, we assume address translation only refers to the case when 
guest OS needs to translate from its guest Application’s virtual address within guest Application’s stack region to guest OS’ 
virtual address. 



 

However, in xkvisor, virtual address translation is non-trivial. This is because a guest OS can be associated with a set of guest 
Application s and the guest Application’s stack can refer to any page mapped at SZ_5G in guest OS’ address space. With the 
goal of maximizing kernel bypass, address translation is handled in guest OS in the following way. 

1. Guest OS uses get_ppn() to ask kernel to translate guest Application’s virtual address into PPN 
2. Guest OS translates PPN into some virtual address in its address space starting at SZ_5G (this virtual address is the 

start of the physical page) 
3. Guest OS calculates offset of the virtual address within the physical page 

3.4.2 Argument Fetching 
In xk, argument fetching is easy because when kernel handles a system call for some user level process P, kernel is mapped 
into P’s address space. Thus, kernel can directly access P’s arguments without any address translation. 

 

In xkvisor, when a guest Application makes a system call, kernel passes trap frame (which contains register values and guest 
Application’s PID) into guest OS’ buffer. The register values contain arguments for each sys_call with the constrain that first 
argument must be the sys_call number. Thus, guest OS can determine what arguments to expect from sys_call number and use 
address translation discussed above to fetch appropriate arguments. 

 

The limitation of this design is that arguments for sys_call must not exceed the number of registers and arguments must be 
stored on guest Application’s stack (otherwise will not be accessible to guest OS). However, argument number limitation can 
be easily resolved by combining arguments into a struct and pass a pointer to that struct. Currently, none of the sys_calls have 
met this limitation. 

 

4. FS DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION 
In xk, kernel implements a fault tolerant POXIS-like file system. All user level processes share the same file system in xk with 
no isolation. In xkvisor, however, kernel only provides two basic disk I/O privileged system calls to guest OS for block reading 
and writing and each guest OS is expected to implement its own file system in isolation. For example, changes made in some 
guest OS’ disk blocks will not be visible to some other guest OS. 

 

The disk is assumed to be formatted before xkvisor boots up. Moreover, xkvisor reads its supper block to learn which contiguous 
physical disk blocks are allocated to which guest OS and guest OS accesses its disk block by using virtual disk block numbers 
through gbread() and gbwrite(). When xkvisor handles gbread() or gbwrite() from a guest OS, xkvisor translates virtual block 
number passed by the guest OS to the physical block number. 

 



 
Figure 3 Disk Layout 

 

4.1 Guest OS Disk Allocation 
In xkvisor, disk is formatted by mkfs.c before kernel boots. As shown in Figure 3, the entire disk is considered as Kernel Disk 
Space and is managed by xkvisor. Some portion of the disk is allocated to guest OSes and this portion is considered as Guest 
OS Disk Space and each Guest OS Disk is managed by the owner guest OS. 

 

4.2 Guest OS File System 
In xkvisor, each running guest OS has its own file system and guest Application can choose which guest OS to use and hence 
choose which file system to use. xkvisor makes sure each guest OS’ file system is isolated at disk level by forcing guest OS to 
use virtual disk blocks. However, there is no isolation within each guest OS’ file system, which is all guest Applications relying 
on the same guest OS will share the same file system provided by that same guest OS. 

 



Currently, we have only implemented one file system for guest OS, that is every running guest OS has a copy of the same file 
system implementation. This is for simplicity, and xkvisor allows different guest OS to have different file system 
implementations. 

 

In xkvisor, guest OS’ file system is the same as the file system in xk but without crash safety (see FUTURE WORK section for 
more details). The guest OS’ file system involves two parts, the in-memory representation of FS and the on-disk representation 
of FS. 

 

4.2.1 Guest OS FS Bootup 
In xkvisor, after guest OS starts running, guest OS initializes its file system by reading in its super block through gbread(). The 
super block contains information about guest OS’ disk layout including the existing files on guest OS’ disk. 

 

4.2.2 Guest OS In-memory FS 
In xkvisor, guest OS’ in-memory file system is made of an icache and an OFT (i.e. open-file-table). The icache contains an 
array of inodes [1] and an inodefile [1]. The inodefile is the first inode on each guest OS’ disk containing information of other 
inodes (e.g. size, starting block). The OFT is an array of files [1] inside each guest OS’ address space and is accessed and 
managed only by that guest OS. 

 

File-system related data structures and abstractions such as inode, inodefile, and OFT originate from xk. The difference is that, 
in xk, kernel manages these abstractions and all user level processes share the same file system, but in xkvisor, each guest OS 
manages its own copy of these abstractions and only guest Application associated with that guest OS share the same file system. 

 

4.2.3 Guest OS On-disk FS 
In xkvisor, physical disk has two regions. The first region is the Kernel Disk Space (i.e. entire disk) consisting kernel’s file 
system. The second region is the Guest OS Disk Space consisting guest OS’ file system. Inside Guest OS Disk Space, kernel 
allocates a fixed number of contiguous disk blocks to each guest OS. The metadata regarding guest OS’ disk is stored inside 
kernel’s super block. 

 

4.3 Guest Application FS System Calls 
In xk, kernel provides a set of POSIX-like file-system system calls; hence, user level processes do not have an alternative set 
of file-system system calls to use. In xkvisor, each guest OS implements its own file system; hence, guest Application can 
freely choose any guest OS with a desired file system interface. 

 

For simplicity, xkvisor reuses the same POSIX-like interface originates from xk. In xkvisor, when a guest Application makes a 
files-system system call (e.g. open), kernel and guest OS use the procedure described in 3.4.2 Argument Fetching. After guest 
OS has successfully fetched arguments passed in by guest Application, guest OS can then use sys_call number to decide which 
system call handler to evoke and what arguments to pass to that handler. 

 

In xk, system call handler executes in kernel mode. In xkvisor, however, guest OS’ system call handler executes in user mode 
and uses privileged system calls only when necessary. For example, for guest OS’ read() handler (read hereafter) to read 
content into guest Application’s buffer, read uses gbread to read in the content and uses procedure described in 3.4.1 Guest 
Application Address Translation to directly write the content into guest Application’s buffer. 

 

5. TESTING 
The test cases focus on if two guest Applications can each use a different guest OS for file-system system calls, and the two 
guest Applications interact with two separated file systems in isolation. 

 



5.1 Roadmap 
Before xkvisor boots up, mkfs.c formats the disk for xkvisor. After xkvisor boots up and kernel has started running, kernel 
creates first user level process init. Next, init asks kernel to create three user level processes, shell, guest OS 1, and guest OS 2. 
Finally, shell prompts end user input to run testing programs. 

 

5.2 Testing Details 
Before end user enters any input, shell prints out guest OS 1, 2’s PIDs (PID1 and PID2 respectively hereafter). The end user 
can use PID1 or PID2 to denote which guest OS to execute guest Application on. The testing guest Application consists file 
read/write and file creation. To test file system isolation, end user can first run testing guest Application with PID1 and then 
with PID2 to see the file modification made in first run is not visible in second run. 

 

6. FUTURE WORK 

6.1 VM Design 
Currently in xkvisor, guest OS does not provide guest Application a heap, but this can be done by using the same mechanics 
used for guest OS to manage guest Application’s stack. The modification will include adding system calls supporting dynamitic 
heap allocation and deallocation. 

 

Moreover, in xkvisor, guest Application relies on kernel to pass the trap frame to guest OS for system calls. Thus, every system 
call made by guest Application will cause a trap into kernel which is highly expensive. A design alternative is to use user-level 
RPC [3] for system calls which can bypass kernel more. 

 

6.2 File-System 
Currently in xkvisor, guest OS only implements one file system that is not crash safe. After user level locking is added to code 
base, xkvisor should add crash safety into guest OS’ file system. To show that xkvisor can support multiple guest OS with 
different file systems running at the same time, xkvisor should include a new guest OS implementation with a different file 
system. 

 

7. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper, we presented xkvisor, a kernel that supports multiple paravirtualized guest OSes. VM interface and guest OS’ 
file-system implementation show an approach to kernel support for paravirtualized guest OS in physical resource allocation 
and management. 
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